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TTop Threat Families in Kuwait

INF/Autorun
A family of worms that spreads by copying itself to the mapped drives of an infected computer. The 
mapped drives may include network or removable drives

Win32/Gamarue
A worm commonly distributed via exploit kits and social engineering. Variants observed stealing 
information from the local computer and communicating with command-and-control (C&C) 
servers managed by attackers

Win32/Dorkbot
A worm that spreads via instant messaging and removable drives. Also contains backdoor functionality that allows 
unauthorized access and control of the affected computer. Win32/Dorkbot may be distributed from compromised 
or malicious websites using PDF or browser exploits

By Islam Al-Sharaa

DUBAI:  Microsoft Corp is working  side by side
with cloud providing companies like Amazon and
Google to define some new industry guidelines
around cloud security, said Tim Rains, Director at
Microsoft’s Trustworthy Computing (TwC) group.
Rains, who is responsible for managing, market-
ing and communications that span Microsoft’s
boxed and cloud products, was talking to Kuwait
Times in an interview on the sidelines of ‘Dubai
2013 Information Security Symposium’. He also
gave an overview of the threat landscape and
challenges against the backdrop of emerging
security challenges in the Gulf region.

“As you know, cloud is relatively a new para-
digm. We work under international security stan-
dard  as we work side by side with cloud provid-
ing companies like Amazon, Google to define
some new industry guidelines around cloud secu-
rity. Together as a group, we figured out what
security controls make these companies more
sensitive to clouds,” Rains said.

Rains said that they published Cloud Control
Matrix (CCM) and created a registry for cloud serv-
ice providers to show people what these controls
look like.”We provide enough transparency to our
customers helping them understand how we
manage the clouds. A survey with over a hundred
questions where cloud service provider answers
questions is also available,” he pointed out.

Security centers
There are three security centers at Microsoft.

Microsoft Security Response Center (MSRC) and

Microsoft Malware Protection Center (MMPC) are
two among them. These two centers focus on
products Microsoft has already released into the
market. Microsoft Security Response Center
(MSRC) helps in the vulnerabilities in the products
and security updates are there every second
Tuesday of every month. Engine updates and sig-
nature updates are the areas of Microsoft Malware
Protection Center (MMPC). They do research and
response around malware and ongoing attacks.

The third center is Microsoft Security Engineering
Center, or MSec, the security science team looks at
all the exploits and they try to figure out what the
attackers are doing and what do they want and
they come up with security medications tech-
nologies.  

“We at Microsoft update every six months.
That makes harder and harder for attackers to the
vulnerabilities. Prevention and recovery were two
strategies at security over the years. But over time
a more holistic approach was needed. Detection
and containment are two important aspects here.
We must go on the assumption that we would be
attacked. There recovery happens quicker,” Rains
explained. 

“In the Gulf, the attackers fool people by vari-
ous ways, making them install programs they
want. Trojans and worms are the most common
threats. So next time when you see an update for
a program, let us say Adobe, you will have to
abide by the security standards because these
programs may be vulnerable. A lot of people get
e-mails with malicious attachments,” he explained.

“Piracy is another thing. If you do not know the
source of the software, do not trust the program,”
he pointed out. 

Tim’s team manages marketing and commu-
nications for the Microsoft Security Response
Center (MSRC), the Microsoft Malware Protection
Center (MMPC), and the Microsoft Security
Engineering Center (MSEC) which includes the
Security Development Lifecycle (SDL) and
Security Science. Among other things, his team
manages the Microsoft Security Intelligence
Report (www.microsoft.com/sir) which provides

an in-depth analysis on the global threat land-
scape. 

In his early years at Microsoft, Tim served in
several roles including Program Manager in the
Windows Networking team - Core Operating
Systems Division, Technical Lead on the
Security Incident Response team in the Product
Support Services (PSS) Security team and
Technical Lead on the PSS Windows Server
Networking team. Tim’s background set the
foundation that led to roles including Senior
Public Relations Manager of Security Response,

Senior Product Manager of the Microsoft
Malware Protection Center and more recently
the Director of Product Management within
Trustworthy Computing.

Tim earned a Master’s degree in Business
Administration (MBA) at Seattle University and
a Bachelor of Arts (BA) degree at the University
of Alberta. Tim also holds several technical cer-
tifications including CISSP, MCSE, MCSA, includ-
ing a Computer Systems Technology diploma
from the Northern Alberta Institute of
Technology. 

Microsoft helps define new security guidelines

Rains outlines new threat landscape and challenges
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Tim Rains, Director at Microsoft’s
Trustworthy Computing (TwC) group

RRunning Windows XP...
…increases your risk of infection when it goes out of support

Unsupported Windows 
XP SP2 malware 

infection rate was 
66% higher than the 
supported version of 

Windows XP SP3

Infection rate (CCM) trends for Windows XP SP2 and Windows XP SP3, 1Q10-4Q12

NEW YORK: Apple CEO Tim Cook believes
Santa’s sleigh will be loaded with iPads this
Christmas, but a variety of competing tablets
are sure to be along for the ride, too.

Apple’s iPad Air, a thinner, lighter and faster-
running version of its previous large tablet
computers, goes on sale Friday with a starting
price of $499. The company also unveiled an
updated version of its iPad Mini recently. It
goes on sale sometime in November.

Apple is expecting strong sales of both
models -so much so that Cook told analysts
during the company’s most recent earnings
conference call that “this is going to be an iPad
Christmas” as he predicted year-over-year
growth. But this year the iPad faces its stiffest
holiday season competition since its 2010
introduction.  While Apple still holds the
largest chunk of the growing tablet market,
the iPad has been losing market share to quali-
ty -and often cheaper- alternatives that run
Google’s Android operating system.

According to data released by market
research firm IDC on Wednesday, iPads
accounted for about 30 percent of the tablets
shipped during the July-September quarter,
down from about 40 percent in the same peri-
od a year ago. Tom Mainelli, IDC’s research
director for tablets, noted that Apple faced
tough year-ago comparisons because it
released a new iPad during the second quarter
of 2012, which caused its sales to spike in both
the second and third quarters of that year.

Meanwhile, Samsung Electronics, Apple’s
closest rival, saw its market share jump to 20
percent from 12 percent a year ago. Smaller
tablet makers such as Asus, Lenovo and Acer
also saw big increases, though their shares of
the market remained in the single digits.

The overall number of tablets shipped in
the July-September period jumped 37 per-
cent from a year ago, driven by a surge in
Android tablet shipments. At the same time,
iPad shipments rose less than 1 percent.

Mainelli said that despite the competition he
expects Apple to post a year-over-year
increase in iPad sales for the fourth-quarter,
predicting that the slimmed down nature of
the iPad Air will be a big draw for consumers
who complained in the past about the iPad’s
weight. If Apple does lose market share dur-
ing the holiday season, Mainelli said, the
amount will be tiny and of little consequence
to the company’s bottom line.

“We’re all guilty of this, of looking at Apple’s
market share and saying: ‘Are they in trouble?’”
Mainelli said. “But the reality is they’re going to
have a real good fourth-quarter, they’re going
to have great average selling prices compared
to their competitors and that’s going to be
great for their profits and great for the Street
too.”

Cook in his comments Monday empha-
sized that his company isn’t just focused on
how many iPads it sells in comparison to its
rivals, saying that Apple also looks at things
like customer loyalty and usage rates.

Mainelli noted that because Apple keeps its
prices high, it’s much more profitable than
other tablet makers who try to boost unit sales
by keeping prices low. As a result, Apple makes
significantly more on each tablet it sells.

Shawn DuBravac, chief economist for the
Consumer Electronics Association, said there
should be plenty of demand to go around. His
group expects U.S. holiday tablet sales to be
up 21 percent from a year ago. According to
CEA research, about 26 percent of consumers
plan to buy a tablet as a gift this year, roughly
the same as last year’s 27 percent.

DuBravac noted that the tablet market has
fragmented in recent years, much like the per-
sonal computer and digital camera markets
did as they matured. Consumers can now
choose from among a wide variety of prices,
sizes and options when shopping for a tablet,
which boosts overall interest in the products,
he said. — AP

iPads face toughest 

holiday competition 

NEW YORK: I find giant phones hard to carry and
use, but I’m well aware that many people like the big-
ger images and text they offer.

These so-called phablets, with screens measuring
about 6 inches diagonally, are nearly as big as the
smallest tablets. Unlike tablets, they can make phone
calls over cellular networks.

Two new ones are worth considering. Neither
comes with a stylus, a signature feature of Samsung’s
5.7-inch Galaxy Note 3, which is one of the most
popular phones of its size. But the 5.9-inch HTC One
Max and the 6-inch Nokia Lumia 1520 both have
larger screens than the Note.

* Nokia Lumia 1520 ($585 without contract, $199
with contract through AT&T)

The 1520 runs Windows Phone 8, which has a sliv-
er of the smartphone market - and thus fewer soft-
ware developers making apps for it. But apart from
that, the 1520 is a decent phone.

It’s also among the first Windows phones of its
size. What I like about Windows’ approach to bigger
phones is that text and images don’t simply get
blown up. The software adapts the layout to take
advantage of the larger screen. With big Android
phones, including the Max, you see about the same
amount of content that you would on a smaller
phone, just somewhat enlarged. With larger
Windows phones, you get a third column of apps on
the home screen. You can preview two lines of emails
rather than one, and you see more contact informa-
tion at once for people in your address book.

There’s also a new driving mode, which lets you
block incoming texts and calls when you’re near a
Bluetooth device associated with your car. You can
set it up to send automated replies to say you’re driv-
ing. Windows phones of all sizes come with a free
Office app to read and touch up documents.  With
iPhones and Android phones, the app is available
only as part of a $100-a-year Office 365 subscription.
None of these Office apps are meant for heavy-duty

work, though.
To me, the iPhone 5S is the best camera phone for

everyday shots, but the 1520’s camera does a great
job in low-light situations. It has the same camera
technology as the 4.5-inch Lumia 1020, though a
software fix gets rid of the 1020’s tendency to make
images too yellow.

To keep the camera thin, Nokia dropped the
1020’s protruding lens and sacrificed resolution.  The
1520 can take photos of up to 19 megapixels, instead
of 38 megapixels on the 1020. Still, that’s more than
most phones. Grabbing and storing all those pixels
takes time, so both phones tend to be slower than
most cameras in snapping shots.

To keep those photos organized, a Storyteller
app automatically groups photos by date and loca-
tion, if that feature is on when taking shots. I like that
as you zoom in on a map, photos split off into smaller
groups and are shown down to the street corner or
backyard where you took them.

Nokia also has a new Refocus app, which takes up
to eight shots with varying focus, so you can decide
later whether you’d rather have the foreground or
the background come in sharper. You can even have
the app blend the shots so that everything’s in focus.

Nokia Corp. phones are often overlooked
because they don’t run one of the dominant operat-
ing systems. Besides having a good camera, I find
colors on the screen more vibrant than on other
phones. Before you buy, check the Windows online
store to make sure the apps you want are available.
It’s getting better, but apps tend to come to iPhones
and Android devices first.

HTC One Max ($600 without contract; with two-
year contract: $250 through Sprint, $300 through
Verizon)

The Max is largely a giant version of the regular,
4.7-inch HTC One. HTC Corp. expands on Android by
offering a home screen with a mosaic of customized
content - such as your favorite news sites and con-
tent shared by friends on Facebook and Twitter. That
can get annoying and clutter up the phone, but you
can turn that off if you prefer a traditional home
screen experience.

Where the Max differs is in offering a fingerprint
scanner for bypassing the security password.  Unlike
the iPhone 5S, the Max launches a different app
depending on which finger you use. That gives you
quick access to Facebook, the camera or whatever
app you designate. Sadly, unlike the iPhone’s sensor,
the one on the Max often fails to recognize my prints.
The feature is supposed to make one-hand operation
easier, but I end up using my other hand anyway to
type in the password.

The Max, like the standard One, promises better
low-light shots. The camera is 4 megapixels, com-
pared with the minimum 8 megapixels that most
high-end phones have. Instead, HTC makes the sen-
sor for individual pixels larger to pick up more light.
Night shots don’t come out as dark.

However, the sensors sometimes pick up too
much light, so lights on store signs and Christmas
trees bleed together and wash out colors. And with
fewer pixels, images aren’t as sharp when blown up.

I like how the One’s Gallery app automatically
organizes your photos by events, based largely on
time and location. Another feature turns selected
shots from an event into a short video, with cus-
tomizable music and special effects. Although the
standard One has these features, the Max removes a
30-second cap and lets you choose your own tunes,
rather than ones included.

Both Ones come with Zoe, a feature that takes up
to 20 shots in three seconds so you can choose the
one with the right smile or action. Samsung’s Note 3
is lighter and easier to hold, but the Max is a good
choice if you really need an Android phone that’s
even larger than the Note. — AP

HTC, Nokia offer good, giant choices

The Nokia Lumia 1520. — AP

The new HTC One Max phone is seen in an undated photo provided by HTC Corp.— AP


